Methodology and Results
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The forecast process properties At each period t:
is the planned production (i=0, actual completed) I t (t+i) is the planned inventory We introduce the plan revision:
We SET the production plan F t (t+i) so that I t (t+H)=ss>0 (cumulative revision to the PP=cumulative forecast revision)
From the Fundamental conservation equation:
We find:
We assume the schedule update as a linear system we note:
F t i F t i F t i
We obtain :
We can now measure the smoothness smoothness AND the stability of the stability of the production outputs production outputs, given by:
And if we consider the stock the stock: Lagrangian relaxation:
We assume:
We get a decomposition into H+1 subproblems The Matrix W is symmetric about the diagonal and the offdiagonal Wij >0, increasing and strictly convex over i=1…j Wij >0, decreasing and strictly convex over i=j…H
The optimal value of each subproblem is we show:
And then: 
